To do the 2018 Gumshoe, start from Ken’s Market, 7231 Greenwood Ave N. Please note:
•
•
•

The route involves crossing busy streets, negotiating uneven sidewalks and climbing hills, so be careful!
All clues are visible from public thoroughfares, so please don’t trespass on private property.
After solving a clue, always resume walking in the same direction you were headed before you derived your answer—unless the
next clue directs you otherwise.

1

Scott

Exit Ken’s and proceed past the signs of limited time to the arrowed transverser. Follow its trajectory to the lasher.
What’s the coach’s last name? (N 47.6804°, W 122.3551°)

2

6

Drop beyond constant vigilance, over the ridges, to the plugged corner. Turn to climb, avoiding the way you came.
At the sign of capitulation, turn to the hanging residences. How many flower pots on the smudged exterior wall? (N
47.6810°, W 122.3524°)

3

4

Go with the flow, past the grounded recliner, to diagonal from the heavily wired wooden upright to the doublesigned metal one. Follow the crimson treelines, ignoring the second and darker one’s turn, to the fowl habitat. How
many fins on each prop? (N 47.6821°, W 122.3498°)

4

Escape

Bypass the swinging two-seater to the island, then corner to avoid bypassing it. At the hinged metal, what do
domesticated animals do when it’s left ajar? (N 47.6825°, W 122.3491°)

5

Antler

Follow a new crimson line past a palmed one to the Vista. Anagram its info to name something that gets manicured
at the North Pole. (N 47.6825°, W 122.3462°)

6

Score

Beeline until signs modified for animals’ sake appear, then go as in is to on. After triumphantly crossing that from
which borealis is disambiguated, divert past Andy’s place. At the tilework, above Maria & Billy, hand, house or
score? (N 47.6835°, W 122.3443°)

7

Teapot

Where the room’s white wrought iron coming the other way changes direction, follow it through the glade and past
the stones. At the three-outlet fixture, traverse in the direction of the largest of the three. In the Sprite’s bed, behind
the rocks, a partially buried light blue what? (N 47.6840°, W 122.3430°)

8

10

Fish pole your way to the striped one, then go the way the eye behind it glances, past 261. When another turn
decision presents itself, choose the obtuse option to amble along the white retainer. Note and go where the second
eye looks when you arrive at the paired parallel bands. Follow them to skirt starboard of the branched abode and
its vehicular counterpart. Around the bend and above the exclamatory triangle, what is the sum of the single
numbers missing in the prefixed ones? (N 47.6841°, W 122.3407°)

9

Cat

At the next two intersections, obtuse at the first and acute at the second until you’re at the feeding tree. What wears
a bow? (N 47.6838°, W 122.3410°)

10

Lincoln

Advance Keenly, following its pointer past the pot sentries and tri-star window to the tiny house. Based on its
siding, Napoleon, Churchill or Lincoln? (N 47.6828°, W 122.3419°)

11

Jerkland

Turn twice with the latticework and venture past the paneless door and allegedly frolicking kids. At the Nordic
garage, drop the B and replace the vowels with the alphabet’s first two, but in the reverse order in which they
appear. Now where are you? (N 47.6834°, W 122.3406°)

12

Goat

13

Rock on

At the next pivot point, do so and follow the wood, not the wire, to another point where you can exercise a second
pivot just like the first. Beyond numerous potted pairs, where buckling is pronounced, look for the metallic life form.
What is it? (N 47.6828°, W 122.3407°)
Well beyond the howler, at the last of the quintuplet shell-like boundary markers, do a 90 to pass through the
rectangular pillars, then hardscape to the boulder. What’s its motto? (N 47.6811°,W 122.3421°)

14 Courteous

Ascend with the stripe, past 13’s smaller counterpart, to the ruling sign. Besides respectful, what does it encourage
you to be? (N 47.6820°, W 122.3400°)

15

Security

At the colorless views, veer to the unstriped path and, at its end, stripe to where you’ve been before. Sashay
beyond the yard mast to Honeywell. With what does it associate? (N 47.6840°, W 122.3399°)

16

Moon

17

Bell

18

Shells

Where cairns abound and just short of the leaping fish, what comprises most of the embedded material?
(N 47.6850°, W 122.3396°)

19

Purple

Look for 0.7 and heed its direction to enter the area where tamed creatures romp with youngsters. Don’t stop until
you reach the arch-flanked drive. Combining the primary color of its glass with that of the steps opposite, what
secondary color results? (N 47.6848°, W 122.3412°)

20

Octasun

21

Crime

22

Northwest

23

7

At the point vehicles are directed to cease movement, spin to hedge past the bricked bulwark to the corner risers,
then proceed on a line between them, SSS and CM to INTEC. What is the largest common divisor between the
sums of the yellow-backed digits and those in the Pid? (N 47.6840°, W 122.3473°)

24

2

From your calculation point, angle past the box that matches the color of the sign backs and ramble beyond the
lensed fence to the cleansing fixture. How many replicas rest on its rim? (N 47.6839°,W 122.3492°)

25

Litter

26

Orange

At the metal post, bisect the circle to look for the lame deer. Continue the way its headed, past the flamingos, to the
site of the triple aught number. What color is the ringed planet? (N 47.6832°,W 122.3506°)

27

Whale

Skip past the pool of U of O mascots to the skull. What is hoped to be on the horizon? (N 47.6832°, W 122.3515°)

28

Wings

Trudge by the wrenched rebar and proceed to the marbled towers when given the chance to change direction.
What appendages distinguish the kneeling nymph? (N 47.6831°, W 122.3524°)

29

Osmose

Sneak past Anderson’s equine and the cornered shrub monster to the place where a Timex can easily gain a
minute or two. Leave the region behind and climb to the holey hatted rock. Look around for the rod tags. Who
inspected in 2017? (N 47.6818°, W 122.3544°)

30

Active

Yer dun!

Where garden walls terminate, which of two astronomical figures reclines above the rusty dome? (N 47.6846°,
W 122.3395°)
Zigzag to take the hula hooper’s path past the sandwiched ash. Where one might assume liquid elimination is not
allowed, cross to the many lakes, rotating your direction of travel to stay port of the brass one. At the property edge,
what rings on the green-gray pole? (N 47.6855°, W 122.3386°)

When you have the raised paw pair in your sites, cross to them and look for the grounded art. Pentastar,
hexasphere or octasun? (N 47.6847°, W 122.3428°)
Continue towards the nearest commercial, but when you come to the tiny village, cross back to from where you
crossed in 20. Resume your commercial quest, twice pushing to reach the cure and its middle bed. What are
images used to prevent? (N 47.6847°, W 122.3448°)
Scaling beyond the faux stone to where plastic intersects real wrought iron, what intercardinal direction is
indicated? (N 47.6847°,W 122.3457°)

At B’s steps, adjust your route along the lines of their guardrail, past cubic feet until you’re commanded to turn up
the corners of your mouth. What shouldn’t you do? (N 47.6836°,W 122.3498°)

Near the crest, besides private, what is the driveway? (N 47.6818°, W 122.3550°)

